
This geographic fact is seen as a general decrease in the thickness and volume of sandstones of the reservoir towards the 
west. These pre-historic times offered a nice climate, like that of southern Europe today; however, sedimentary structures 
suggest that large storms wiped the shallow sea and hit the coast lines, with waves that at times mobilized and re-deposited 
the sediments. The tidal currents must also have been vicious.

Rita and Ingrid’s acquaintance with Svalbard’s sandstones has had one main aim: What are the reservoir sandstones below 
Longyearbyen like between our drill holes (where we do not know them well)? Rita has a diplomatic answer: “Lateral cor-
relation between sandstone bodies is easy on a local scale, however becomes difficult on a regional scale”. By that she offers 
insight into the challenges of geological exploration – how can we predict rocks 1000 meters below the surface, when all 
our hard facts come from a few holes kilometers apart? More studies, new ideas, comparison with other sites, hard work, you 
name it - this is all part of the game for new generations of geologist that will accomplish successful CO2 storage 
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Longyearbyen Co2 Lab

Rita Sande Rød is currently finishing her Master thesis 
(student at NTNU and UNIS) as part of the project inves-
tigations undertaken by the Longyearbyen CO2 lab. She 
and co-student Ingrid B. Hynne have explored the reser-
voir of Longyearbyen; not in drill core, but where these 
rocks come to the surface in the east, in the backcountry 
of the polar bears.

Their geological globetrotting to Edgeøya, Hopen and 
central Spitsbergen in the summers of 2009-2010, mov-
ing between base camps and the ships, has resulted in 
new knowledge on the variations in the sandstone reser-
voir that was deposited some 220 million years ago. The 
reconstructed depositional environment of Edgeøya is 
that of large rivers and sandy beaches, which gradually 
gave way to the open sea with its seafloor of sand and 
mud towards the west in the direction of Longyearbyen. 

Picture A-C and D show typical sedimentary structures found at Botneheia and Edgeøya respectively A. Wave ripples B. Hummocky cross stratification C. Climbing 
ripples D. Muen, low angle cross bedding E. Blanknuten, trough cross bedding F.Blanknuten, trough cross bedding G. Økshogget, Hummocky cross stratification.

Rita’s look on the Longyearbyen reservoir rocks


